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OVERVIEW  
iDaq supports installation of additional components to extend its capabilities and features. Thanks to these 

additional components, new types of acquisition devices, new signals processing features and other kinds of 

functionalities can be added to iDaq.  

CompactRIO Driver is a component for iDaq that allows the acquisition of real-time analog data from 

CompactRIO systems. This high performance component includes a SDK to customize your real-time 

applications in a few clicks.  

This guide explains how to install and use the CompactRIO Driver component. 

INTRODUCTION  
CompactRIO Driver is a component for iDaq that permits to transmit real-time signals to iDaq through a 

TCP/IP connection. Thank to this component you can create a peer to peer connection between your 

CompactRIO and iDaq.  

CompactRIO Driver Component can be used with all the National Instruments products that support LabVIEW 

Real-time applications. This group of products includes CompactRIO (CRIO), Single board RIO (sbRIO), and 

myRIO. 

CompactRIO Driver Component is distributed with cRIO SDK, an easy-to-use LabVIEW library which includes a 

limited number of VIs to be used in your Real-Time application for data transmission to iDaq. 

CompactRIO Driver component has the following features: 

 Automatic identification of connected CompactRIO devices. 

 Signals acquired from CompactRIO devices are managed by iDaq in the same way as DAQ-mx 

devices. 

 Easy-to-use SDK (cRIO SDK) for the Real-Time application. 

 No special skills are required to acquire data from CompactRIO devices. 

 Quick setup. 
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REQUIREMENTS  
This section contains the list of requirements that users should know before using CompactRIO Driver 

Component for iDaq. 

M INIMUM HAR DW AR E  R EQ UIR EMENT S  

Ensure that your computer fulfills the following hardware requirements: 

 Dual core CPU or higher. 

 2 GB RAM (4 GB is strongly recommended). 

 Display resolution 1024x768 or higher. 

 Mouse or other pointing device. 

 A National Instruments product supporting LabVIEW Real-time applications. 

 Network connection. 

M INIMUM SO FTW ARE R EQ U IR EMENT S  

Ensure that your computer fulfills the following software requirements: 

 OS: Windows 7 or higher. 

 iDaq. You can download an evaluation copy of iDaq at the following site: 

http://www.idaq-datalogger.com 

 

  

http://www.idaq-datalogger.com/
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INSTALLATION  
To install CompactRIO Driver Component, run iDaq, open Device & Sensors tab and click on Install button as 

indicated in figure below. 

 

FIGURE 1  -  INSTALLING A NEW COMPONENT FOR IDAQ  

Browse your files in File Explorer and select the component file (CompactRIO.zip). Once CompactRIO file is 

selected, iDaq will automatically install it. You can check if CompactRIO component for iDaq is installed on 

your computer, opening device Option dialog from Device & Sensors tab. As shown in the following figure, if 

the installation process has been successfully completed, CompactRIO and CompactRIO-Acquisition are listed 

among the installed components. If the installation process has not been successfully completed, an error will 

appear. 

 

FIGURE 2  -  INSTALLING COMPACTRIO  DRIVER COMPONENT FOR IDAQ  

Once installation is completed, you can start to view signals of your CompactRIO in iDaq. 
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CompactRIO Driver Component is distributed with cRIO SDK for iDaq, a LabVIEW library that includes a 

limited number of VIs to be used in your Real-Time application for data transmission to iDaq. CompactRIO 

SDK for iDaq is distributed as VI Package Manager format (*.vip).  

After installation of CompactRIO Driver Component, you can find cRIO SDK-x.x.x.xx.vip in the following folder: 

C:\iDaq\Components\CompactRIO 

View cRIO SDK for iDaq paragraph to get more details about it. 
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GETTING STARTED WITH COMPACTRIO  DEVICES  
This section explains how to add, configure and use a CompactRIO Device with iDaq.  

ADDING A COMPACTRIO  DEVICE TO THE LIST OF  ACTIVE DEVICES  
To add a new CompactRIO Device to the list of active devices, open Device tab from the iDaq main window 

end select install button, as shown in figure below. 

 

FIGURE 3  -  INSTALLING A NEW COMPACTRIO  IN IDAQ  

A new dialog window shows the icons of available devices you can use in iDaq to acquire signals. The list of 

icons in your iDaq installation may be different from the image below, according to the number of 

components you have installed.  

 

FIGURE 4  – DEVICE TYPE SELECTION WINDOW  
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From this window, click on cRIO/sbRIO Device icon highlighted in the figure above and press the OK button. 

iDaq starts browsing your network, searching CompactRIO and singleBoardRIO active on your network. 

compactRIO and singleBoardRIO are recognized by iDaq if and only if they include the transmission 

functionalities included in cRIO SDK, freely available from the iDaq web site and included into the 

CompactRIO component. 

From the Device type selection window, click on cRIO/sbRIO Device; the following window will appear. 

 

FIGURE 5  -  COMPACTRIO  DEVICE SELECTION DIALOG  

CompactRIO Device editor shows the list of all available cRIO devices. The window includes: 

1. Available CompactRIO Devices table. For each device, the following details are shown: 

1.1. IP Address. It is the network address of the cRIO device. 

1.2. Name. It is the name of the cRIO server defined through cRIO SDK in the real-time application. 

1.3. Status. It shows the status of the cRIO device. Status can be: idle, assigned to you, or assigned to another. If 

the status is assigned to another, the cRIO device is busy with another iDaq and you cannot communicate 

with it. 

1.4. TCP port. It is the TCP port used by the cRIO device. 

1.5. Software release. It is the software release of the cRIO SDK used by the real-time application. 

1.6. Manufacturer. 

2. Scan Progress bar. To abort the scanning of cRIO devices, click on the scan progress bar. 

3. Advanced Options button. It allows to define the scanning criteria in order to make the process faster and 

effective (see the figure below). 

 

FIGURE 6  ADVANCED OPTIONS WINDOW  
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3.1. Scan Timeout box. It defines the scan timeout adjusting the scanning speed according to the cRIO 

performance and the net speed. 

3.2. Scan Mask. It defines the start and the end of the IP to scan. 

4. Refresh button. It refreshes the list of CompactRIO Devices. 

5. Reset button. It resets the setting data of a highlighted device. Clicking on the Reset button, the configuration file 

will be replaced with a factory defaults file. 

6. Force Release button. It permits to release a cRIO device. For instance, if a cRIO device is assigned to another 

client, you can force the release of the cRIO device. After this command is sent, the status of the cRIO device 

change to idle. When the iDaq-cRIO connection is closed, the cRIO device is released and any other iDaq client can 

communicate with it. 

To add a CompactRIO Device, highlight the corresponding row and press the OK button. It will be added to the list of 

active devices and the last-used device settings will be loaded.    
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COMPACTRIO  SETTINGS  
As shown in the following figure, to define acquisition settings of a CompactRIO Device, open the Device 

selection window, highlight the CompactRIO Device and click on Edit or double click on it.   

 

FIGURE 7  – COMPACTRIO  DEVICE EDITOR  

The device editor window shows the list of all the available device capabilities. The capabilities available for 

CompactRIO Device are CompactRIO Acquisition and Virtual Channel Calculator. 

1. CompactRIO Acquisition button. It edits CompactRIO acquisition settings (see picture and 

description below). 

2. Channel Properties button. Use this button to edit channels properties, add physical channels. 

Analog input channels are imported from existing modules that have been configured in iDaq. 

3. Virtual Channels Properties button. Use this button to add and edit virtual channels. For more 

details on how to create a Virtual Channel refer to the Virtual Channel Math user guide. 

4. Description Edit. Allow to enter the device description. 

5. Help button. Use this button to open CompactRIO Driver User Manual (this document). 

6. Re-initialization button. Use this button to force device initialization  

The following window shows the settings window for the CompactRIO Acquisition capability. 
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FIGURE 8  – CRIO  ANALOG INPUT EDITOR  

CompactRIO Analog Input Editor Window contains the following settings: 

1. Keep Alive Timeout. This value is used by compactRIO and iDaq to exchange a Keep Alive tokens 

when no data are passed between the two peers. If your CompactRIO send data more frequently than 1 data 

package per second, this value has no effect on communication. 

2. Overwrite timestamp. If this feature is enabled, timestamp of received waveforms is synchronized 

with the iDaq-machine time; otherwise, timestamp is not modified. 

3. Send Channel Info to cRIO at connection. When checked, it overwrites the calibration values as soon 

as the connection is established. 
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CONNECTION PARAMETERS  
To edit the connection parameters, open the Device selection window, highlight the CompactRIO Device, click 

on Edit and press Advanced Settings button.  The following figure shows this procedure.  

 

FIGURE 9  – ADVANCE SETTINGS WINDOWS 

The advance settings window is composed of the following elements: 

1. IP address. It shows the network address of the selected cRIO device. 

2. Port. It shows the port of the selected cRIO device. 

3. Password. It is the password used for the connection authentication. To connect with the cRIO 

device, password must match with the password specified in the real-time application through the cRIO SDK 

library. By default, password is abc. 

4. Timeout. It is the timeout used to exchange data with the cRIO device. Default value is 10 seconds. 

Increase this value if your network connection is slow. 

EDITING CRIO  CHANNEL PROPERTIES  
You can edit channel properties from channel editor window that lists all channels available from connected 

CompactRIO as shown in following figure. 

 

FIGURE 10  -  OPENING CHANNEL EDITOR  
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Channel editor window contains the following elements: 

1. Channels table, select channel you want to edit. You can edit selected channel properties with a 

double click on channel row. 

2. Edit Channel Properties button. Use this button to edit selected channel properties. 

3. Clone. It creates a duplicate of one or more selected channels. Click on the icon to open the Clone 

Editor window as shown in the image. The numeral tags refer to the description below. 

 
1. Clone-channels list. 

2. Import Channel button: It allows to select one or more channels from the Available   

Channels list. 

3. Edit button: It allows to edit a selected clone-channel. For more details refer to the Editing 

Channel Properties chapter in this manual. 

4. Delete button: It allows to erase a clone-channel. 

Notice that once you have created a clone-channel it will be listed with a default name which is the 

name of the former channel followed by  _c0. 

EDITING CHANNEL PROPERTIES  
The Channel Properties window allows to change channel properties. 

 

FIGURE 11  -  CHANNEL PROPERTIES EDITOR  

As shown in the Channel properties editor, for each channel, several details are editable: 

1. Channel Description. It is the channel name.  

2. Minimum Range Value. This value indicates the lower limit of signal range, expressed in "Units". 

3. Maximum Range Value. This value indicates the upper limit of signal range, expressed in "Units". 

4. Units. It is the channel unit of measurement. 

5. Sampling Rate. It allows to define the sampling rate for a specific channel. 

6. Calibration. This tool converts an acquired electrical quantity to a physical quantity allowing to       

calibrate the cRIO system. For more details, please refer to the Polynomial Signals Calibration user guide. 

7. Group. Define a Group Tag for the selected channel. 

8. Signal Processing Unit (SPU). SPUs are tools designed for signal processing: further details are 

included in the Signal Processing Unit user guide. 
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ACQUIRING FROM CRIO 
Once your cRIO device is installed and configured, you will be able to acquire signals from it in the same way 

you acquire signals from CompactDAQ modules and other acquisition boards. The devices are shown with 

their thumbnails in the Device & Sensors tab as illustrated in the figure below. 

 

FIGURE 12  -  COMPACTRIO  DEVICE INSTALLED IN IDAQ  

To edit a device, just left click on its thumbnail to display the editor. To change a device thumbnail, right click 

on its thumbnail and three blue buttons will be shown on its left side (see image below). 

 

FIGURE 13  -  ADDITIONAL COMMANDS AVAILABLE ON COMPACTRIO  DEVICE ICON  

The first button allows to change the device thumbnail image. Device thumbnails are stored in 

"c:\idaq\media\device thumbnails" folder. Select the new thumbnail among the available images or create 

your own .png file to customize CompactRIO thumbnail. 

The second button opens the device console, to inspect acquired signals. This function is not available in the 

current version of CompactRIO Driver. 

The third button removes CompactRIO device from the installed devices. 
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CRIO  SDK  FOR IDAQ 
cRIO SDK  for iDaq is an easy-to-use LabVIEW library, distributed together with CompactRIO Driver 

Component for iDaq. This library includes a limited number of VIs to be used in your Real-Time application for 

data transmission to iDaq. 

Notice that your real-time application must include VIs of this library in order to communicate with iDaq. cRIO 

SDK can be used only with National Instruments products supporting LabVIEW Real-time applications. 

cRIO SDK  for iDaq is distributed as VI Package Manager format (*.vip) and it is included in a unique zip file 

(CompactRIO.zip) with CompactRio Driver Component and cRIO SDK. You can download the zip file from the 

following web link: 

http://www.idaq-datalogger.com/addons.php 

Before installing cRIO SDK for iDaq, you must install VI Package Manager (VIPM) on your machine. You can 

get a free copy of VIPM at this link: 

http://www.jki.net/vipm/download 

After installation of CompactRIO Driver Component (view installation paragraph in this user guide), you can 

find cRIO SDK-x.x.x.xx.vip in the following folder: 

C:\iDaq\Components\CompactRIO 

Otherwise, you can download the last release of cRIO SDK for iDaq from the CompactRIO Driver for iDaq 

product page; during download procedure, you can choose to download cRIO SDK for iDaq only.  

http://www.idaq-datalogger.com/addons_in.php?id=15 

To install cRIO SDK VIP package, open it with VI Package Manager and follow installation steps. To get more 

details about installation of cRIO SDK VIP package, view cRIO SDK for iDaq user guide. 
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USEFUL LINKS  
iDaq product page: http://www.idaq-datalogger.com/idaq.php 

cRIO Driver for iDaq product page: http://www.idaq-datalogger.com/addons_in.php?id=15 

cRIO SDK for iDaq User Guide:  

http://www.idaq-datalogger.com/_documents/cRIO%20SDK%20for%20iDaq%20-

%20%20User%20Manual.pdf 

iDaq ADD-ON Store http://www.idaq-datalogger.com/addons.php  

Support: http://www.idaq-datalogger.com/support.php 

NI Compact RIO : http://www.ni.com/compactrio 

VI Package manager download: http://www.jki.net/vipm/download 
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